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ABSTRACT Changes in the membrane conductance of sea urchin eggs, during the course of electroporation, were investigated over the
time range of 0.5 us to 1 ms by imaging the transmembrane potential at a submicrosecond resolution with the voltage-sensitive
fluorescent dye RH292. When a rectangular electric pulse of moderate intensity was applied across an egg, a position-dependent
potential developed synchronously with the pulse, as theory predicts for a cell with an insulating membrane. From the rise and fall times,
the membrane capacitance of unfertilized eggs was estimated to be 0.95 ,F/cm2 and the intracellular conductance 220 ( * cm. Under
an electric pulse of much higher intensity, the rise of the induced potential stopped at a certain level and then slowly decreased on the
microsecond time scale. This saturation and subsequent reversal of the potential development was ascribed to the introduction of finite
membrane conductance, or permeabilization of the membrane, by the action of the intense pulse (electroporation). Detailed analysis
indicated the following: already at 0.5 jus in the rectangular electric pulse, the two sides of the egg facing the positive and negative
electrodes were porated and gave a high membrane conductance in the order of 1 S/cm2; the conductance on the positive side
appeared higher. Thereafter, the conductance increased steadily, reaching the order of 10 S/cm2 by 1 ms. This increase was faster on
the negative-electrode side; by 1 ms the conductance on the negative side was more than twice that on the positive side. The recovery of
the porated membrane after the pulse treatment was assessed from the membrane conductance estimated in a second electric pulse of
a small amplitude. At least two recovery processes were distinguished, one with a time constant of 7 ,s and the other 0.5 ms, at the end
of which the membrane conductance was already <0.1 S/cm2.

INTRODUCTION
Application of an intense electric pulse across a cell
renders the cell membrane permeable to solute mole-
cules as though aqueous pores are created in the mem-
brane. This process, called electroporation or electroper-
meabilization, has been used as a tool for introducing
foreign substances such as exogenous DNA into cells or,
more generally, for artificially controlling intracellular
compositions. Despite these widespread applications in
recent years, molecular events underlying electropora-
tion are not yet clear and are under extensive investiga-
tions (for reviews, see, e.g., references 1-4).
One difficulty in the study of electroporation mecha-

nism is that the process of permeabilization is extremely
rapid. Even a submicrosecond electric pulse, with a large
enough amplitude, can cause electroporation (5). Also,
the permeable state of the porated membrane is not
stable: the permeability generally decreases with time,
and the decrease is appreciable already in the microsec-
ond time range (6). Analysis ofthe poration events thus
requires a temporal resolution of a submicrosecond.

Recently we have developed a pulsed-laser fluores-
cence microscope with which we can record microscopic
images with an exposure time of a submicrosecond (7-
9). This system provides us not only with the required
temporal resolution but also with the capability of ob-
serving spatial differences within a single cell. Thus, we
have been able to detect, in sea urchin eggs, a rapid and
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local augmentation of the ionic conductance of the cell
membrane while the cell was exposed to a microsecond
electric pulse.

In this paper, we extend these previous studies and
report detailed time courses ofelectroporation. As in the
previous studies, we visualized the transmembrane po-
tential in sea urchin eggs with a voltage-sensitive fluores-
cent dye. Theoretically, an electric field applied across a
cell will induce a large transmembrane potential because
the cell membrane, while intact, is effectively an insula-
tor. When the membrane is porated and conducts ionic
current, this transmembrane potential should be dimin-
ished. On this basis, we were able to infer the extent of
poration, as a function of time and position in the egg,
from changes in the observed potential. The major find-
ing in this report is an asymmetry ofporation: the mem-
brane conductance on the negative-electrode side in-
creased faster than the conductance on the positive side.
Although asymmetric permeations of solute molecules
into or out of electroporated cells have already been doc-
umented (10-14), our current result is the first clear
demonstration of the asymmetry during, not after, the
pulse treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Details of the experimental procedures have been described in refer-
ence 9. Below we present only an outline and modifications.

Samples
Unfertilized eggs were obtained from sea urchins Hemicentrotus pul-
cherrimus, Temnopleurus toreumaticus, Anthocidaris crassispina, or
the sand dollar Clypeasterjaponicus. The eggs were washed and sus-
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pended in one ofthe following media. Ca2 -free sea waterwas prepared
by adding I mM ethylenebis(oxyethylenenitrilo)tetraacetic acid
(EGTA) to Ca2+-free sea water (Jamarine Laboratories, Inc., Osaka,
Japan). Na'-free sea water contained 430 mM KC1, 60 mM MgC12,
and 1 mM EGTA. These solutions were titrated to pH 7.8-8.0 with
KOH. Isotonic low-salt media were prepared by adding a small amount
of 0.55 M KCl to 0.9 M glucose containing I mM MgSO4 and 0.1 mM
tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris) at pH 7.8. The jelly coat
on the eggs disappeared during the washing procedure.
For staining, I vol of the eggs were suspended in 9 vol of a desired

medium containing 2 gM RH292 [N-(3-(triethylammonium)propyl)-
4-(4-(p-dibutyl-aminophenyl)butadienyl)-pyridinium dibromide, Mo-
lecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR]. After 1-2 min, the suspension was
10-fold diluted with the dye-free medium and subjected to fluorescence
imaging.

All procedures were carried out at room temperature (22±20C).

Fluorescence imaging
The eggs stained with RH292 were imaged under the pulsed-laser fluo-
rescence microscope as described previously (7, 9). The laser excita-
tion allowed imaging with an exposure time of only 0.3 As. By
synchronizing the laser pulse with the electric pulse applied to the sam-
ple, an image at a desired instant in the electric pulse was obtained.
Normally, several images were acquired from one egg at 2-s intervals,
each under different timing or configuration of the electric pulse.

Application of electric pulses
Electric pulses were applied to the eggs placed between a pair of rectan-
gular platinized-platinum electrodes held in between a pair of cover-
glasses. In experiments with electric pulses < 100 As, the spacing be-
tween the electrodes was set to 1 mm. When longer pulses were in-
volved, a wider spacing of 2.5 mm was used to reduce the effect of
electrode polarization (see below). The electric pulses were delivered
from an arbitrary-waveform generator (model 75; Wavetek, San
Diego, CA), amplified with a high-voltage amplifier (model 4015; NF
Electronics Instruments Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan), and fed to the
electrodes. The voltage and current across the sample were monitored
on a digital storage oscilloscope (model DS-6121; Iwatsu Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan). The rise and fall times ( 10-90%) of the voltage pulses
were 0.3 ,us, and those for the current pulses were 0.2 As.
Monitored voltage pulses were always rectangular. However, when a

long electric pulse was applied to the highly conductive sea water, the
sample current slowly decreased with time as electrode polarization
proceeded. The magnitude of the decline relative to the initial pulse
height could be considerably reduced by widening the gap between the
electrodes and applying correspondingly higher voltage. To confirm
that the waveform ofthe electric field the eggs actually experienced was
rectangular, we put the tips oftwo platinum wires (platinized, diameter
0.3 mm) between the electrodes and monitored the voltage between the
tips. At the electrode separation of 2.5 mm and applied voltage of 100
V (i.e., field intensity of 400 V/cm), the decline in the monitored
voltage was <1% in 1 ms.
The electrode polarization also resulted in an undershoot ofthe sam-

ple current at the end ofthe applied pulse. Complete elimination of this
undershoot turned out to be difficult. In experiments where aftereffects
of an intense electric pulse were examined, we used a reversing pulse in
which a positive, rectangular pulse was immediately followed by a nega-

tive pulse with the same amplitude and duration.

Image analysis
The fluorescence image ofthe stained egg appeared as a bright ring (see
Fig. 1 A below) because the dye RH292 was bound by the cell mem-
brane and only the bound dye fluoresced intensely. For quantitative
analysis of the fluorescence image, a "ring profile" was calculated as

described in reference 9. This is the intensity profile of the bright ring
plotted against the position along the cell periphery. In this work, the

intensity was calculated in steps of 100 (the entire periphery = 3600),
and the values at intermediate positions were assigned by linear inter-
polation. All experimental profiles reported in this paper therefore
have a limited angular resolution of 100.
To eliminate the effect ofslight inhomogeneities in the laser illumina-

tion and/or the dye staining, the profiles were divided by a reference
profile obtained in the absence of the applied electric pulse. The final
ring profile therefore represents the fractional change in fluorescence
intensity at each position. Unless stated otherwise, the reference profile
was calculated as the average of the first and last of a series of images
obtained from one egg; the first and last images were always obtained
without the electric pulse, and the agreement between the two, within
the experimental variations, was confirmed in each experiment.
To eliminate the effect of shot-to-shot variations in the laser inten-

sity, the ring profiles were further normalized so as to make the frac-
tional change at the equator (on radii perpendicular to the field direc-
tion) zero. The rationale for this normalization, adopted in the pre-
vious studies, is that the transmembrane potential induced by the
external field should be zero at the equator (see Eq. 1 below) and
therefore the fluorescence change should also be zero. Because this
reasoning is not always valid for porated cells, we also attempted analy-
ses without this normalization. Where applicable, the omission is
stated explicitly.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Induction of transmembrane potential
Fig. 1 A shows the time-dependent changes in the fluores-
cence intensity ofRH292, staining the cell membrane of
a sea urchin egg, during and after the application of an
electric pulse at 100 V/cm. The way these images were
obtained is shown in Fig. 1 B. Before the pulse applica-
tion, the cell periphery fluoresced relatively homoge-
neously as seen in Fig. 1 A, image a. When the electric
field was turned on, the fluorescence on the positive-
electrode side (right-hand side in the figure) became pro-
gressively brighter while the negative side became dim-
mer (images b and c). Upon removal of the field, the
changes were reversed and the original, homogeneous
image was restored (images d-f). The rising phase has
been described earlier (7). Here we stress the similarity
between the rise and fall times (see below).
The fluorescence intensity of RH292 changes basi-

cally linearly with the transmembrane potential (15).
With sea urchin eggs, Hibino et al. (9) confirmed an
approximate proportionality over a wide range exceed-
ing physiological values, although some deviation from
linearity was clearly noticeable. The fluorescence
changes in Fig. 1 A thus reflect the changes in transmem-
brane potential, At, induced by the externally applied
electric pulse. An increase in the fluorescence intensity
indicates an increase in At-' exex11W -intramlUm
and a reduction in the fluorescence intensity a decrease
in At toward a negative value. Note that the sign ofour
A'I is opposite to the sign of physiological potentials in
the usual definition.

Theoretically, the potential AI induced by an exter-
nal field E0 is given, for a spherical cell of radius a, by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Fluorescence images of a sea urchin egg stained with RH292. Image a was taken before the application ofan electric pulse; images b
and c, 1 and 5 gs, respectively, after a field of 100 V/cm was turned on; images d-f, 1 gs, 5 gs, and 2 s, respectively, after the field was turned off. The
positive electrode was to the right of the cell and the negative electrode was to the left. Egg diameter, 100 Am. Medium, Ca2+-free sea water. (B)
Timing sequences used in obtaining the six images in A. The laser flashed at 2-s intervals, and each time an electric pulse shown in the figure was
applied to the egg.

AI = 1.5aEO cosO[ -exp(-t/r)] ( 1 )

r = aC(ri + re/2), (2)

where is the angle between the radius to the point of
observation and the radius pointing toward the positive
electrode, t is the time after the field is turned on, C is the
membrane capacitance per unit area, and ri and re are

specific resistances of the intra- and extracellular media
(16). After the field is turned off, the potential decays as

AI = 1.5aE0 cos 0 exp( -t/T) (3)

In Eqs. 1 and 3, we ignore the physiological (resting)
potential, because it is considered to be small compared
with the induced potential and since we are interested in
rapid changes in At accompanying the pulse applica-
tion. The role of the physiological potential will be dis-
cussed later.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we fit the experimental time courses

of the fluorescence changes, at the positive (C = 0°) and
negative (C = 1800) poles, with Eqs. 1 or 3. The positive

and negative signals in each pair are well fitted with the
same T, in spite of the amplitude difference due to the
nonlinearity of the dye response (the departure from lin-
earity is larger in low-salt media, as already reported
[9]). Also, the rise times in Fig. 2 and fall times in Fig. 3
agree within experimental error: 1.0 versus 1.2 ,s in the
Ca2+-free sea water, and 4.9 versus 4.8 gs in the low-salt
medium containing 5 mM KCl. These results show that
the fluorescence signal closely reflects the behavior of
At. The response of the dye is completely reversible,
and is sufficiently rapid both in the on and off phases.

Estimation of membrane capacitance
and intracellular resistance
The rise or fall times T above allow the estimation ofthe
membrane capacitance per unit area, C, and the specific
resistance of the intracellular medium, ri, from Eq. 2.
Using measured re of 20 and 1,600 * cm for the high-
and low-salt media and the egg radius, a, of 50 ,m, we

obtain C = 0.95 gF/cm2 and ri = 220 * cm. Measure-
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voltage-sensitive dye was first reported by Ehrenberg et
al. [18]).

Time course of electroporation
Eq. 1 suggests that A'I, and therefore the fractional
change in the fluorescence intensity of RH292, should
be proportional to the intensity of the applied field, E0.

-i This was not the case for EO > 100 V/cm: under intense
30 electric fields, the fluorescence change saturated above a

A

30

B

+

FIGURE 2 Time courses ofthe fluorescence change, at the positive and
negative poles, induced by sudden application ofan electric field of 100
V/cm; (A) in Ca2+-free sea water; (B) in the low-salt medium contain-
ing 5 mM KCL. Positive changes were obtained at the pole on the
positive-electrode side (0 = 00), and negative changes were obtained at
the negative pole (0 = 1800). Smooth lines are best-fit curves in the
form of [l - exp(-t/r)], wherer = 1.0 gs forA and 4.9 ,s for B. The
experimental points (0) are the average over four eggs, the error bars
showing the standard deviations. From each egg, eight images were
taken at 2-s intervals, the first and last in the absence of the field; the
other six were taken at the indicated timings after the onset ofan elec-
tric pulse, the duration ofwhich was 2-its longer than each delay period.
From each image taken in the pulse, a ring profile was calculated, as
described in Materials and Methods, with the average of the first and
last images as the reference. The profile values at 0 = 00 and 1800
constitute the experimental points in this figure.

ment in a low-salt medium containing 1 mM KCl (re =
4200 Q - cm) gave X = 10.7 kis (data not shown), which is
also consistent with the above C and re. These values for
C and re are within the range of values obtained by im-
pedance measurements on various egg suspensions ( 16,
17). (The estimation ofCand ri from X measured with a
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FIGURE 3 Reversal ofthe fluorescence change after the removal ofan
externally applied electric pulse. The applied pulse was a symmetrical
reversing pulse, consisting ofa negative-going rectangular pulse ofam-
plitude -100 V/cm and duration of 20 jus immediately followed by a
positive pulse of amplitude 100 V/cm and duration of 20 gs. The
abscissa indicates the time between the end of the reversing pulse and
the laser illumination; (A) in Ca2+-free sea water; (B) in the low-salt
medium containing 5 mM KCL. Smooth lines are exponential decays,
exp(-t/r), where r = 1.2 ,s forA and 4.8 ,s for B. Experiments were
made as in Fig. 2, except that all electric pulses were identical and that
the images were taken after, not during, the electric pulse.
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certain level (7, 9). The saturation was ascribed to elec-
troporation: conduction of ionic current through the
porated membrane prevented further increase in AI.
Because AI calculated from Eq. 1 exceeds 1 V for E0 >
133 V/cm (a = 50 jm), the saturation behavior is con-
sistent with the reported threshold for electroporation of
-1 V for most cell membranes ( 1, 3), including the egg
membrane of a sea urchin ( 19).

The extent of electroporation, or the ionic conduc-
tance ofthe porated membrane, can be assessed from the
departure of the observed At from that predicted in Eq.

1. To investigate the time course of electroporation,
therefore, we measured the fractional change in the fluo-
rescence intensity at various times in an intense, rectan-
gular electric pulse that would induce electroporation.
The results are plotted in Fig. 4 A-G in the form of the
ring profiles. The ordinate is considered to be approxi-
mately proportional to AI, and the abscissa is 0 in Eq. 1

(0 = 00 at position R).
The dotted curves in the figure are the control, show-

ing the time-dependent change of the ring profile under
the applied field of 67 V/cm, for which At in Eq. 1

does not exceed 0.5 V. The dotted profiles are all approxi-
mately cosine-shaped as expected from Eq. 1. After the
initial increase seen in Fig. 4, B-D, the amplitude ofthe
dotted profile remains practically constant up to 1 ms.
This is also consistent with Eq. 1. Apparently, there is no
sign of electroporation in the dotted curves.

The solid curves in Fig. 4 were obtained under the
applied field of 400 V/cm, for which the maximal At
expected from Eq. 1 is 3 V, far above the poration thresh-
old of -1 V. If electroporation had not taken place, the
solid profile in each panel would simply have been the
sixfold magnification of the dotted profile. In fact, how-
ever, the solid profiles are depressed at the top and bot-
tom, showing the saturation behavior. The values of AI
represented by the solid profiles may be read, approxi-
mately (but see below), by reference to the dotted pro-
files in Fig. 4, D-G, of which the top and bottom repre-
sent 0.5 and -0.5 V, respectively. On the positive-elec-
trode side (position R), AI apparently saturated at
-0.5 V and then slowly decreased. On the negative side
(L), At initially reached -1 V and then decreased.
Poration apparently proceeded in these two regions op-
posing the electrodes, where A in Eq. 1 would have
exceeded 1 V.
The gradual decrease in AI indicates that the degree

of poration increased on the microsecond time scale.
This increase observed during the pulse application is
consistent with the general tendency that the permeabil-
ity of cells seconds to minutes after pulsation is higher
for a longer pulse (20). An unexpected finding here is
that the positive and negative sides of the solid profile
changed differently, in both amplitude and form, sug-
gesting that electroporation proceeded in an asymmetric
manner. Detailed analysis is presented in the following
subsections.

Position

FIGURE 4 Fractional fluorescence changes in Ca2"-free sea water ob-
served at indicated time points in a rectangular electric pulse. Dotted
profiles, under 67 V/cm; solid, under 400 V/cm. In H, two consecu-
tive pulses were applied, first at -400 V/cm for 1 ms and then at +400
V/cm for 7 As, and the fluorescence change was recorded at 5 As in the
second pulse. T, top of the image (0 = 900); R, right (0 = 0°); B,
bottom (0 = 900); L, left (0 = 1800). To obtain the dotted profiles,
each egg was imaged six times, the first and last in the absence of the
electric pulse and second to fifth at 0.5, 1, 2, 5 As or at 5, 50, 250, and
1,000 us in random order. Those data in which the first and last images
did not agree within experimental error were discarded. The ring pro-
files were calculated with the average of the first and last images as the
reference and were normalized such that the profile values at T and B
become zero. Each dotted profile shown here is the average over pro-
files obtained from 4 to 10 eggs. Solid and dashed profiles were ob-
tained by imaging each egg five times, the first and last in the absence of
the electric pulse; second at 5 As in a 67 V/cm, 7-gs pulse; third at the
indicated time in a 400 V/cm pulse; and fourth at a different time in a
400 V/cm pulse. The durations of the 400 V/cm pulses were 2 As
longer than the observation time. Those data in which the ring profile
for the second image differed from the control (dotted profile in D) by
>10% or those in which the last image showed pulse-induced dye ad-
sorption in some part of the membrane were discarded. Each solid
profile is the average, over 8-12 eggs, of the ring profiles for the third
image, calculated with the first image as the reference and without
normalization. The dashed profile in A was calculated from the fifth
image in the same way; this profile is the average over all data sets used
in A-G. The fourth images were not used because they were slightly
different from the third images taken at the same time point (the egg
did not fully recover between the third and fourth pulses). However,
whether the amplitude of the fourth profile was larger or smaller than
that of the third profile obtained from the same egg was always in
accord with the tendency in A-G. Chain lines at -9% represent the
baseline for the solid profiles (see text).

To avoid irreversible effects of the intense electric
pulse at 400 V/cm, each ofthe solid profiles in Fig. 4 was
obtained by averaging the responses of different eggs
when they were exposed to the 400 V/cm pulse for the
first time. The trend shown in Fig. 4, however, was also
confirmed in multiple images obtained from one egg.
When four images at 5, 50, 250, and 1,000 ,gs were taken
in random order from one egg, the amplitudes ofthe ring
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profiles always followed the decreasing order seen in Fig.
4, D-G, irrespective of the order of observation. The
absolute magnitude of these ring profiles, on the other
hand, depended on the order of observation, indicating
that the egg did not recover fully during the 2-s interval
between pulse applications. For example, when the
image at 5 uts taken in the first pulse was compared with
the 5-,gs image taken after the application of a 1-ms

pulse, the ring profile of the latter was lower.

Baseline of the ring profiles
Before attempting quantitative analysis, the baseline for
the profiles in Fig. 4 should first be discussed. The dotted
profiles have been normalized, as described in Image
analysis, such that the fractional changes at the equator
( T and B) are null. The dotted profiles therefore repre-
sent that part of A'I that is induced by the external field
(i.e., Eq. 1). Physiological (resting) potential has to be
added to obtain the total AI. The rational for the nor-

malization is that the induced potential should be zero at
the equator. This rational, however, does not necessarily
apply to porated cells, because poration may well be
asymmetric as the form ofthe solid profiles suggest. The
solid profiles in Fig. 4 are therefore not normalized.
They represent fractional changes relative to the initial
intensity.
Now we consider that the proper baseline for the solid

profiles are the chain lines in the figure for the following
reasons. To obtain the solid profiles in Fig. 4, each egg

was imaged five times at 2-s intervals, the first and last in
the absence of applied field, second image under 67 V/
cm, and third and fourth under 400 V/cm; the third
image was used for the calculation of the solid profiles
(see legend). When the first and last images were com-

pared, the last image had a lower intensity as shown in
the dashed curve in Fig. 4 A. The intensity reduction
amounted to 12%. Part of this reduction is ascribed to
the photobleaching ofRH292 by the laser illumination.
One laser pulse, on the average, reduced the intensity by
1.4%. Thus, an intensity reduction of 5.6% is expected
for the last image. The additional reduction of 6% is
ascribed to the disappearance ofthe resting potential due
to electroporation. The first reason is that the depolariza-
tion is an expected consequence of electroporation: the
electric current across the porated membrane should rap-
idly (within T above) neutralize excess charges in the cell
(9), and porated cells remain leaky to small ions for
many minutes (20). In fact, fluorescence images taken 2
,gs after the termination of an electric pulse of intensity
400 V/cm and duration of 1 gs already exhibited the
intensity reduction (data not shown). Second, the mag-
nitude of the additional reduction is consistent with the
reported values for the resting potential of unfertilized
eggs of 70-80 mV (21 ). Third, the additional reduction
was essentially absent in the Na+-free sea water (Fig. 5),
in which the resting potential is expected to be almost

\0
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>
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FIGURE 5 Fractional fluorescence changes under a 400 V/cm pulse in
the Na'-free sea water. See legend to Fig. 4 for details. Average over
6-14 eggs. In the Na'-free sea water, measurements beyond 2 As were
unsuccessful because application of a 5-gs or longer pulse resulted in
dye adsorption (or penetration) in the region opposing the negative
electrode. Chain lines at -4% show the baseline. (The average of the
dashed line is -7%, ofwhich -5.6% is attributed to the photobleaching
and the rest to the reduced resting potential. The base line is calculated
as -2.8 + -1.4%.)

zero (reference 21, and K. Takemoto, unpublished
data). Fourth, when several intense electric pulses were

given to one egg, the large reduction in intensity took
place only after the first pulse (observation under contin-
uous illumination from a mercury lamp). Thus, for the
solid profiles calculated from the third image in each
experiment, the baseline (chain lines in Fig. 4) was set at
-9%, -2.8% for bleaching, and -6% for the resting po-

tential. On this baseline, AI for the third image is zero.

The difference between the solid profile and chain line
therefore indicates the true At. This At in Fig. 4 A, in
particular, may include part of the resting potential, be-
cause collapse of the resting potential appeared incom-
plete at 0.5 .ts: the application of a single pulse of dura-
tion 0.5 gs (400 V/cm) did not induce the full reduction
in intensity corresponding to the total collapse of the
resting potential (data not shown).

Membrane conductance of porated
eggs

Having established the baseline, we now proceed to de-
tailed analyses of Fig. 4. The degree of poration, in terms
ofmembrane conductance, can be estimated by compar-
ing the observed ring profiles in Fig. 4 with theoretical
AI calculated for various conductance values. Because
the observed profiles suggest asymmetric poration, the
membrane conductance G(O) in the theoretical A' is
assumed to be of the following form:
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FIGURE 6 Profiles of the theoretical transmembrane potential, At-
Textrcelluar - 4intracelluW that simulate the experimental profiles in Fig.
4. Solid profiles best fit the experimental results, and dotted profiles
show slight deviations. The vertical scale is chosen such that 0.5 V
corresponds to the average height ofdotted profiles in Fig. 4,D-G. For
comparison with Fig. 4, the 0 V lines are shifted downward (chain
lines). The parameter values, (0 ,, GP, aOn GO), where 0 is in degrees and
G is in S/cm2, are, in the order of solid and dashed: A, (40, 1.6, 50,0.9)
and (40, 1.5, 45, 1.0); B, (58, 2.5, 58, 2.3) and (58, 2.6, 65, 2.1); C,
(70, 4.2, 65, 5.2) and (70, 4.1, 60, 5.5); D, (70, 4.8, 65, 6.1) and (70,
4.8,70, 5.9);E,(70,5.1,65, 8.5)and(70, 5.0, 60, 8.8);F, (70, 6.9, 65,
11.6) and (70, 7.0, 70, 11.3); G, (70, 7.5, 65, 17.7) and (70, 7.4, 60,
18.3). The ratio of the specific conductivity of the intracellular me-
dium to that of the external sea water was taken as 0.1.

I G (cos cos O)d (00 < 0 < Op)

sI Cos

G(O)=0 (0p < 0 < 180°-An) (4)

Gnl(IOI -COS On) (1800 0-_<< 1800).
(1I COS0n)

This G(0), as in the previous study (9), is finite in the
two regions opposing the electrodes. The conductance is
maximal at the two poles, 0 = 0° and 0 = 1800; at the
positive pole, G (0 = 00) = GP, and at the negative pole,
G(0 = 1800) = Gn. The particular form of G(0) in Eq. 4
has been chosen arbitrarily, but its symmetric version
(Op = On, GP = GO) has successfully reproduced the ob-
served ring profiles at 10-20 us (7, 9).

Theoretical AI for the G(0) above was calculated as

in reference 9. Curves with different parameter values
(Op, Gp, onq, G) were generated by computer, and those
that best fit the experimental curves in Fig. 4 were se-

lected by eye. Precise fit was not pursued because the
experimental profiles in Fig. 4 were rather noisy. Also,
solid profiles in Fig. 4 were directly compared with the
theoretical A'I, ignoring the nonlinearity of the fluores-
cence response. The parameter values obtained should
therefore be taken as gross indications of the actual

G(0). The best-fit curves are shown in solid lines in Fig.
6, and corresponding G(0)s are summarized in Fig. 7.
The dependence ofthe theoretical ATI on the fourparam-
eters may be judged by comparing different curves in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows that, under the field at 400 V/cm, both
positive and negative sides of the cell were already por-
ated at 0.5 As (the lowest curve). This is directly indi-
cated in the experimental profile in Fig. 4 A, at least for
the positive side. The solid profile in Fig. 4 A has approxi-
mately equal heights (from the chain line) at R and L,
suggesting, when the nonlinearity of the dye response is
taken into account (positive changes are somewhat
larger than negative changes), that the magnitude of the
positive AL at R was slightly smaller than the negative
AAT at L. This difference is emphasized when we note
that the resting potential, which is positive in our nota-
tion, is added to the induced potential: ifthe induced AAT
had been symmetric, the total At should have been
larger at R. The interpretation is that, already at 0.5 ,us
(at most 0.8 ,4s when the imaging time of 0.3 ,us is taken
into account), at least the positive side of the egg was

porated and conducted appreciable current. The flat top
of the solid profile at R in Fig. 4 A supports this notion.
Whether the negative side was really porated by 0.5 As

is less clear. From the measured r of 1.1 gs above, the
induced AAT in Eq. 1 at 0.5 ,gs in the 400 V/cm pulse is
calculated to be -1.1 V at the negative pole, to which the
(positive) resting potential is added. The height of the
negative peak in Fig. 4 A is not very far from this predic-
tion. The negative peak, however, appears relatively flat
compared with a genuine cosine curve, suggesting pora-
tion. Theoretically, poration only on the positive side
tends to bring AIT on the negative side toward twice the
unporated value (9). This is not seen in Fig. 4 A, again
suggesting poration also on the negative side. Thus, we

consider that both sides of the cell were porated by
0.5 ,As.

After 0.5 As, the membrane conductance gradually in-
creased with time as shown in Fig. 7. The membrane
conductance eventually reached the order of 10 S/cm2.

1-.
0

(5)

20

15-

10

5 ~ ~ ~

0
T R B L T

Position

FIGURE 7 Time course ofthe increase in the membrane conductance,
G(0), during electroporation. Curves from bottom to top represent
G(0) at 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 50, 250, and 1,000 As. These give the solid profiles
in Fig. 6. 0= O0 at R, 900 at T and B, 1800 at L.
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A layer of sea water (specific conductance 50 mS/cm)
with a thickness of 10 nm will have a trans-layer conduc-
tance of 5 x I04 S/cm2. The membrane conductance of
10 S/cm2 therefore corresponds to the replacement of
0.02% of the membrane area by openings filled with sea

water. Or, if filled with the intracellular medium of con-
ductance - 5 mS/cm, the openings would occupy
-0.2% of the membrane area.

Direct evidence for the gradual increase in membrane
conductance is seen in Fig. 4, where the amplitude ofthe
solid profile decreases with time. One could argue that
the decrease might have been the result of decreasing
field intensity due to electrode polarization, although
this effect was shown to be negligible (see Materials and
Methods). To eliminate this possibility completely, we

applied an electric pulse whose intensity increased lin-
early from 400 to 500 V/cm during 1 ms. Even under
this increasing pulse, the ring profile progressively be-
came lower with time (5 As to 1 ms).
One could also argue that the decrease in the profile

amplitude, as well as the change in the profile shape,
might have been due to changes in the property and/or
location ofthe dye during the prolonged exposure to the
intense electric field. For example, the clear depression
(concavity) ofthe negative peak could have been due to
progressive penetration of the dye molecule deeper into
the membrane interior or to adsorption of free dye, both
being possible causes of enhanced fluorescence. (The
positive charge of RH292 makes these possibilities un-

likely. Occasionally, however, extra dye adsorption at
the negative pole was observed 2 s after an intense pulse
treatment, raising the remote possibility of the dye ad-
sorption during the pulse treatment.) To check these pos-
sibilities, we applied a 1-ms pulse and reversed its polar-
ity immediately before the fluorescence measurement.
The resultant profile (Fig. 4 H) was essentially a mirror
image of the profile without reversal (Fig. 4 G). The
deep concavity at the negative pole (L) in Fig. 4 G was

preserved when the polarity was reversed to positive (R
in Fig. 4 H), indicating that the concavity in fact was the
result of progressive poration.

Asymmetric poration
In the induction stage, up to -1 As, poration on the
positive side was more extensive than on the negative
side. Part ofthe reason for this asymmetry appears to be
the resting potential: as already suggested ( 11 ), Ad
reaches the critical value for poration first on the positive
side. Hence it is natural to expect that poration starts on
the positive side. In the Na'-free sea water, ArI at
0.5 and 1 As in fact appears less asymmetric (Figs. 6, A
and B).
The progress of poration was faster on the negative

side (Figs. 4 and 7). Beyond 2 its, the extent of poration
on the negative side surpassed that on the positive side.
Consistent with these results was the observation of se-

lective dye permeation, after treatment with a very in-

tense pulse (e.g., 800 V/cm for 1 ms), on the negative
side: when the external medium contained RH292 or its
twitterionic relative RH 160, the dye molecules slowly
(taking many seconds) penetrated porated eggs almost
exclusively from the negative side ( 14). Note that
RH292 is positively charged whereas RH 160 is net neu-

tral. The asymmetric penetration was not the effect of
the charge of the solute.
The more extensive poration on the negative side at

later times might again be ascribed to the resting poten-
tial. Ifporation really started on the positive side (before
0.5 us), the current flowing through the porated area
would tend to reduce A"I on the positive side while accel-
erating the rise in *I' on the negative side (9, 22). The
speed with which At crosses the critical value would
therefore be higher on the negative side. The damage
could thus be greater on the negative side.
The resting potential, however, is at most a partial

cause. In the Na+ -free sea water where the resting poten-
tial should be negligible, the ring profile started to show
concavity on the negative side already at 2 js (Fig. 5 C).
Moreover, in this medium, too, the slow penetration of
the dye molecules after the pulse treatment took place
mainly on the negative side. Factors other than the rest-
ing potential are required to explain these observations.
Ionic composition of the medium is also unlikely to be
the dominant factor, because the dye and calcium (see
below) penetration was always higher on the negative
side whether the pulse treatment was made in the Ca 2+
free, Na'-free, or Ca2+-containing (see below) sea
water, or in the low-salt media.
The major cause of the asymmetry at the later stage is

probably in the structure of the cell membrane. The
membrane is itselfan asymmetric structure. The electric
field in the membrane is directed from the extracellular
to intracellular surfaces on the positive-electrode side
and is reversed on the negative side. Charged compo-
nents in the membrane are therefore exposed to opposite
electric fields. Once pores are created, ions will flow into
the membrane also in opposite directions. Thus, the di-
rection as well as the magnitude of the electric forces on
the charged components in the membrane are in general
different. When the direction ofthe force is different, the
resistance against deformation will also be different.
Electroosmosis ( 12) may also play a part, because the
flow of water through electropores on the positive and
negative sides would be in opposite directions.

Apparently, the sidedness ofthe asymmetric dye pene-

tration is different among different cell types. For exam-
ple, with protoplasts (11) or NIH 3T3 cells (23), dye
molecules entered electroporated cells predominantly
from the positive-electrode side, in sharp contrast with
the results on sea urchin eggs. Such a difference points to
the importance of asymmetric membrane structures,
which should vary among different cell types. (Sowers
[ 12 ] has stressed the role ofelectroosmosis as the cause of
asymmetric solute fluxes. Electroosmosis alone, how-
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ever, cannot explain the asymmetry of slow dye perme-
ations, because electroosmosis operates only in the pres-
ence of an electric field).

Threshold for electroporation
The poration threshold of 1 V applies to square-wave
electric pulses with a duration ofthe order of 10 ,us. It has
been shown that the threshold is a slowly decreasing
function ofthe pulse width, both for cell membranes (5)
and lipid membrane (24).
The decrease in threshold voltage was confirmed

under the pulsed-laser microscope. Under the electric
field at 100 V/cm, for which the maximal At in Eq. 1 is
0.75 V, the ring profile for RH292 fluorescence was co-
sine shaped in the time range around 10 lss (7, 9). When
the field at 100 V/cm was applied for 1 ms, the ring
profile was clearly depressed at the top and bottom, indi-
cating poration (data not shown).

Recovery of low membrane
conductance after electroporation
Previous studies (7, 9) have indicated that the mem-

brane conductance of electroporated eggs rapidly de-
creases after the applied field is removed. To investigate
the details ofthe recovery process, we made double-pulse
experiments shown in Fig. 8 A: the aftereffect of an in-
tense pulse (main pulse) that caused electroporation was
examined by applying a second pulse ofmoderate inten-
sity (monitor pulse) and observing the fluorescence re-

sponse during this monitor pulse (traces c or d in Fig. 8
A). If the membrane remained leaky to ions, the ring
profile for the monitor pulse would be low, whereas, if
the recovery was complete, the profile would be indistin-
guishable from the profile for an unporated egg. The
main pulse in these experiments was given in the form of
a reversing pulse for the technical reason: as mentioned
in Materials and Methods, a unidirectional pulse pro-
duced a current undershoot due to electrode polariza-
tion, which interfered with the measurement during the
small monitor pulse (the undershoot indicates the pres-
ence of a residual electric field in the medium).

In Fig. 8 B, the fractional fluorescence changes mea-
sured at the arrows in Fig. 8 A are plotted. Because the
main pulse was a reversing pulse, the ring profiles in
these experiments were assumed to be symmetric, and
their four quadrants were averaged into one. (Note that,
for a pulse duration of tens of is, the ring profile was
approximately symmetric even for a unidirectional
pulse; see Fig. 4). To compare the fluorescence signals
observed under different field intensities (traces b-e ver-
sus fand g in Fig. 8 A), the observed fractional changes,
which are expected to be approximately proportional to
Aht were divided by aEO, a being the egg radius and EO
the field intensity, and plotted on the same graph. The
ordinate in Fig. 8 B is scaled such that it represents At/
aEO (see Eq. 1), by assigning the value 1.5 to the maxi-
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FIGURE 8 Fractional fluorescence changes observed in double pulse
experiments. (A) Configurations of the applied electric pulses. Each
egg was exposed to the eight pulse sequences at 2-s intervals, and
images were taken at the arrows. The small monitor pulses in traces b-e
had an amplitude of67 V/cm and duration 7 js, and observation was
made at 5 As. The main pulses in traces c, d, f, and g were reversing
pulses at ± 186 V/cm with duration either 8 + 8 or 20 + 20 is. Medium
was Ca2+-free sea water. (B) Observed fractional changes. The ring
profiles for traces b-g in A were calculated with the average of a and h
as the reference and were normalized at the equator. Data from four
eggs were averaged. Each profile was assumed to be symmetric and was
further averaged over the four quadrants. Dotted profile, trace b in A;
dashed, c; solid, d; chain, f; double chain, g. The profiles under 186
V/cm (chain and double chain lines) have been multiplied by 67/ 186,
and the top of the dotted profile, obtained before poration, was as-
signed the ordinate value of 1.5; the ordinate therefore represents ap-
proximately AI/aEo (see text). C, theoretical AI'/aEo that simulate
the data in B. OP and tin in Eq. 4 were both set to 44°, and the value of
Gp = Gn that best fit the experimental profile was searched by trial and
error. Gp = G. = 0 (dotted), 0.1 (dashed), 0.7 (solid), 1.7 (chain), and
2.1 (double chain) S/cm2. The ratio ofthe specific conductivity of the
intracellular medium to that ofthe external sea water was taken as 0.1.

mal fluorescence change observed in unporated eggs

(trace bin Fig. 8A).
In Fig. 8 B, the dotted curve shows the ring profile for

the unporated eggs. The single and double chain lines are
the profiles in the main pulse ofdifferent durations (Fig.
8 A, traces fand g); both these curves have a low and flat
top, indicative of electroporation. Corresponding pro-
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FIGURE 9 Time courses of the recovery of porated membrane. The
maximal membrane conductance estimated in the monitor pulse in the
double-pulse experiments is plotted against the time interval between
the main and monitor pulses; the point at time 0 was taken in the main
pulse. The main pulse was a reversing pulse of 20 + 20 As (0) or 8 + 8
As (0) at 186 V/cm, and the monitor pulse was 67 V/cm. Each egg was
imaged six times, as in traces in Fig. 8 A in the order of a, b, d (*) or c
(0), twice with different intervals, and then g (-) or f(O), and finally
h. The maximal membrane conductance (GP = G.) was estimated as in
Fig. 8 C. Results from 4 to 11 eggs were averaged, the error bars show-
ing standard deviations. The smooth line connecting the closed circles
represents G = 2.8 exp( -t/77,s) + 0.6 exp( -t/500 Ms), and the line for
open circles represents G = 1.6 exp(-t/7 Ms).

files in the monitor pulse are shown in dashed and solid
curves in Fig. 8 B (traces c and din Fig. 8 A); the heights
of these curves are intermediate between the unporated
(dotted) and fully porated (chain) ones, indicating par-
tial recovery of the membrane during the 20-Ms interval
between the main and monitor pulses. Fig. 8 C shows
theoretical profiles that simulate the observed profiles in
B. The simulation suggests that the membrane conduc-
tance once augmented to Gp = Gn of -2 S/cm2 during
the main pulse was reduced by an order of magnitude
during the 20-us interval. The recovery was slower for
the longer main pulse, amplifying the relatively small
difference in the membrane conductance at the end of
the main pulse. This result is consistent with the ten-
dency that larger pores remain after treatment with a

longer pulse (20).

Time course of the recovery

The time courses of the membrane recovery, after the
reversing main pulse at 186 V/cm for 20 + 20 ,s (-) or

8 + 8 Ms (0), are shown in Fig. 9, where the maximal
membrane conductance (Gp = Gn) estimated by the
curve-fitting procedure is plotted against the interval be-
tween the main and monitor pulses. The recovery after
the 20 + 20 us pulse is approximated by two exponen-
tials, one time constant being 7 jus and the other 500 Ms.
By ms the membrane conductance was reduced by

more than an order ofmagnitude. At 2 s, the ring profile
for the monitor pulse was no longer distinguishable from
that without the main pulse. The recovery after the 8 + 8
,us pulse was fast and could not be resolved into two
exponentials. The single time constant of7 Aus for the 8 +
8 As pulse is similar to the shorter of the two time con-
stants for the 20 + 20 As pulse.
The shorter time constant of 7 As is of the same order

ofmagnitude as the one for the resealing oflipid bilayers
(25). Chernomordik et al. (26) reported that, both for
lipid bilayers and cell membranes, the recovery consists
of at least two stages, one in microseconds and the other
seconds to minutes. In erythrocyte membranes, the re-

covery process involved many time constants ranging
from microseconds to minutes (6, 20). Obviously the
recovery is not a simple exponential process, and the two
time constants we report here represent only the initial
phase. This initial recovery in the microsecond range is
quite significant, amounting to a reduction in mem-

brane conductance by more than an order ofmagnitude.
Yet this fast phase alone does not lead to a complete
recovery.

Recently, Chang and Reese (27) for the first time ob-
served clear structural changes accompanying electro-
poration: volcano-shaped openings with diameters 20-
120 nm were revealed, by rapid-freezing electron micros-
copy, in erythrocyte membranes exposed to an intense
electric pulse. Detectable openings appeared 3 ms after
the pulse, and then their size as well as number increased
in the next 20 ms, and finally the openings started to
shrink after several seconds. This time course is in appar-
ent contradiction with our results above: the membrane
conductance started to decrease immediately after the
pulse, and significant reduction was achieved in the mi-
crosecond range. Conductance of erythrocyte mem-

branes also behaved similarly (6). The discrepancy
might not be serious, because small pores undetectable
in electron microscopy can contribute to the membrane
conductance, as Chang and Reese (27) pointed out. The
small pores may coalesce into the large openings over

milliseconds, or some of the small pores may slowly
grow in size while most others rapidly shrink and close.
We, however, are not sure if such processes took place
also in our samples, in view of the marked difference
between the two kinetics: the reduction in the membrane
conductance is large and rapid, whereas the expansion of
the volcano-shaped openings is delayed and slow. Paral-
lel experiments using the same sample are desirable.

Calcium influx and fertilization
envelope
The experiments in Figs. 4 and 8 were done in the Ca2+-
free sea water because otherwise, Ca2" influx into the
porated eggwould lead to partial elevation ofthe fertiliza-
tion envelope (10, 19). After a relatively mild pulse
treatment, e.g., at 400 V/cm for 100 As, in a Ca2+-con-
tainng sea water, the envelope is formed mainly on the
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negative side (9, 28). This is consistent with the asym-
metry of membrane conductance and dye permeation
described above.
A more intense pulse, e.g., at 400 V/cm for 400 ,us,

produces a partial envelope on the positive side, or on
both sides but a larger one on the positive side ( 10, 13).
An explanation for this has been found by time-resolved
imaging ofthe intracellular Ca2+ concentration using the
fluorescent probe indo- (13): two transient Ca>2 in-
fluxes were observed, an early influx from the positive
side lasting a few seconds and a slower but more exten-
sive influx from the negative side lasting tens of seconds.
It appeared that the envelope on the positive side became
larger when the magnitude of the early influx from the
positive side was high enough to elevate the envelope
over a wide area on the positive hemisphere.
The different time courses of the two Ca2 influxes

above imply that the recovery of the membrane was
much slower on the negative side. The asymmetry dur-
ing the pulse treatment, in the form of a greater mem-
brane conductance on the negative side, is amplified by
the slower recovery. The dye penetration almost exclu-
sively from the negative side ( 14) may well be the result
of this amplification. Slower recovery on the negative
side was also indicated by the following experiment: eggs
in the Ca2+-free sea water were treated with an intense
electric pulse and, 2 min later, the surrounding medium
was replaced with the normal sea water. Then, most of

the eggs produced a partial fertilization envelope on the
negative side. (That the membrane remained leaky to
Ca2' as long as 2 min in this experiment suggests that
complete recovery of the membrane may require the
presence of Ca2+ in the medium.)
The Ca2+ imaging above also showed that the rise of

the early influx from the positive side was much faster
than the rise of the influx from the negative side. We
consider that this difference is explained, at least par-
tially, by the electrophoretic accumulation of Ca2+
under that part of the egg membrane that opposed the
positive electrode. Under a 400 V/cm, 400 ,gs pulse, the
maximal membrane conductance on the positive side is
-5 S/cm2 (Fig. 7). For At of -0.4 V (Fig. 4), the
membrane current will, on the average, be -1 A/cm2,
which will carry - 4 X 10-8 C during 400 gs across the
porated area of- I X 10-4 cm2. If 2% of the charge is
carried by Ca2" flowing into the egg, a total of -4 fmol
ofCa21 will be accumulated beneath the membrane. (A
similar value was reported by Rossignol et al. [ 10 ], who
measured the total amount of Ca2+ taken up by an egg
porated at 1 kV/cm for 100 ,us). This accumulated Ca2+
will not be resolved in the fluorescence image, because
the penetration depth should be <1 ,um (mobility of
Ca in water - 6 x 10-4 cm2 *S- * V -1', and the field
intensity outside the membrane < 400 V/cm). The fluo-
rescence will change when the accumulated Ca2+ starts
to spread by diffusion. After diffusion into a layer of
thickness 10 ,um (taking a fraction ofa second), the Ca2"

concentration will be -40 uM. Although this value is
greater than the observed concentration ofthe order of 1

AM, the difference can easily be explained by the exis-
tence of efficient Ca2+-sequestering systems in the egg,
which eventually absorbed most of the Ca2+ of extracel-
lular origin ( 13 ).
The electrophoretic accumulation above, though in a

thin layer, can make a large contribution to the observed
Ca2+ influx, because the accumulation precedes the
rapid recovery ofthe porated membrane in the microsec-
ond range shown in Fig. 9. On the negative side where
the accumulation is not expected, Ca2+ will flow into the
egg by diffusion through the recovering membrane. The
influx will therefore be slow. An additional reason for the
slower rise ofCa2+ influx from the negative side could be
the electrophoretic depletion of Ca2+ from the egg sur-
face opposing the negative electrode (10). The current
that goes round the cell does not induce depletion but,
once the negative side is porated, the current flowing out
of the porated region will carry Ca2' away. The preced-
ing discussion, however, suggests that the depletion
should be limited in a layer of thickness < 1 um. The
effect of depletion therefore cannot be the dominant
cause of the slow Ca2+ entry from the negative side.

CONCLUSION
The pulsed-laser fluorescence microscope, which allows
imaging at a submicrosecond resolution, has been shown
to be a useful tool in the analysis of electroporation ki-
netics. The major finding in this study, the development
ofasymmetry during the course ofelectroporation, was a
consequence ofthe combined spatial and temporal reso-
lutions.
We do not yet understand the cause ofthe asymmetry.

Because the dominant factor may well reside in the
membrane structure, comparison among different cell
types, under identical or similar conditions, should give
some clue. Artificial systems of defined compositions,
such as liposomes, will be particularly useful in this re-
spect.
To fully understand the mechanism of electropora-

tion, kinetic studies should be combined with structural
studies at molecular resolution. Improvement in tem-
poral resolution, e.g., electron microscopic detection of
structural changes during pulse treatment, is highly
hoped for.
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